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Abstract
TheAir ForceResearchLaboratoryis developinga spacebased sparse-array aperture system, called TechSat21.
TheTechSat21 experimentis a cluster of three satellites
that will fly in formationand operate cooperatively to
performthe function of a larger, single satellite. The
payload chosento demonstratethe TechSat21 concept is
radar. Dopplerand range ambiguities resulting from the
relatively small antennas of each satellite represent
significant challenges.Thecharacteristics of transmitted
waveformsmust be optimizedto resolve the anticipated
ambiguities. Since the waveformsare bi-phase encoded
and can be representedas a binary sequence,the Genetic
Algorithm,that uses a binarysequenceto representa gene,
was the obviouschoice to search for optimal waveforms.
The GAapproach was first tested against a known
standard. The goal was to find waveformssimilar to
knownoptimal waveforms.The GAsearch was then used
to locate waveformsthat could potentially support the
TechSat21 experiment.Oneconcept to resolve the range
and Dopplerambiguitiesis to transmit and processgroups
of waveforms. The GAwas used to locate pairs of
wavetbrms
suitable tbr this concept.
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Introduction
The Air Force Research Laboratory (AFRL), Space
Vehicles Directorate (VS), is developing a space-based,
sparse-array aperture system, called TechSat 21 (AFRL
1998). A sparse-array aperture is a group of small
antennae that are combined electronically to give the
resolution of one large antenna. One well-knowexample
is the Very Large Array (VLA) near Socorro, New
Mexico (NRAO 2000). The TechSat 21 experiment
movesthe sparse-array into near-earth orbit. TechSatwill
be a cluster of three micro-satellites. They will fly in
formation and operate cooperatively to perform the
function of a larger, single satellite. Thepayload that has
been selected to demonstrate the TechSat 21 concept is
pulse compressionradar.
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The resolution of an antenna is determinedin part by its
beamwidth that is measuredas an angle. The sparse array
aperture formed by the cluster should have the same
resolution as one large antennathat is the samesize as the
array. Each TechSat and each VLAantenna is small,
however, and has a wide beam width. Radio astronomers
have developed techniques to combine signals from the
VLAantennae and achieve 0.04 arc-seconds resolution
(NRAO
2000). TechSatis different because it is actively
transmitting and receiving radar pulses. The wide beam
width of each satellite
causes Doppler and range
ambiguities that must be addressed so that the cluster can
achieve the theoretical resolution.
Range ambiguities occur when the returns of multiple
pulses are received intermixed. The wide beam width
translates into a large view area. The time difference
between pulses received from far and near range is
relatively large. The solution is a low pulse repetition
frequency (PRF). Separate the pulse transmissions in time
so that all the returns of one pulse are gathered before the
next pulse is transmitted. On the other hand, pulses
sample the velocity of a moving target. A high PRFis
needed to avoid aliasing. To resolve this contradiction,
the plan is to transmit groups of pulses. Whenthe pulses
are detected and processed in groups, the apparent PRFis
low, and range ambiguities are minimized. Whenthe
pulses are detected and processed individually, the
apparent PRF is high, and Doppler ambiguities are
minimized. The challenge is to find acceptable groups of
pulses.
Varying frequency or phase of the carrier in a predetermined pattern controls the shape of the transmitted
pulse. (’Pulse’ and ’waveform’ appear to have the same
meaning to radar engineers. This paper will use
’waveform’from this point forward.) The current plan is
to use bi-phase encoded waveforms. Bi-phase means that
the carrier is phase-shifted using two phases, usually 0 and
pi. The sequence of phase shifts can be written downas a

binary code with 0 representing
0 phase and 1
representing pi phase. The sequence of phase shifts (also
called chips) can be long. A recent airborne radar
experiment required pairs of 21 chip waveforms. The
search space is 242 or 4,398,046,511,104 possible
solutions.
Clearly an automated methodis required to search through
the space of possible waveforms. Using the Genetic
Algorithm was obvious. A sequence of genes and a
binary representation of phaseshifts are identical.
This paper starts with a brief description of pulse
compressionradar including what are the criteria that are
used to evaluate a waveform. Radar researchers have
already identified optimal phase-coded waveformsup to
forty chips long (Skolnik 1990). The GAhas been used
duplicate portionsof this workto establish that it is a valid
technique.
The GAfitness function has been adapted to locate pairs
of ’quasi-orthogonal’ waveforms. These results are
presented followed by concluding remarks.

Pulse Compression Radar
Pulse compression radar works by transmitting waveforms
at a target region, and then receiving and processing the
returned echoes. Pulse compression mathematically
transforms relatively long waveforms in the returned
signal into narrow impulses. The pulse-compressed data
are then processed into the desired final product such as a
synthetic aperture radar image. The advantage of pulse
compression is that the radar system can transmit longduration and low-power waveformsand realize the range
resolution of short-duration and high-power impulses
(Skolnik 1990).
For phase-encoded waveforms, pulse compression is a
correlation process (equation 1). The returned signal
correlated with a copy of the transmitted pulse that is
called a matchedfilter. The correlation peak indicates the
location of an echoedpulse.

the integrated side-lobe (ISL). ISL (equation 4) is the
of the squares of the side-lobes divided by PSLsquared
(Skolnik 1990).
Co = correlation peak
(2)

Ci = correlation side-lobe at offset I

(3)
C~

~L -- I0 *log I0

,t ~ 0

I--N

1

(4)

The theoretical minimumPSL for an N chip code is 1, or
in dB, 20*log10 (I/N) (Skolnik 1990). The Matlab array
in equation 5 is a thirteen bit or chip code. It is one of a
special class of binary codes called Barker codes (Skolnik
1990). Barker codes achieve the theoretical minimum
PSL and have been identified for codes up to thirteen
chips.
X=[1,1, 1, 1, 1, O, O, 1, 1,0, 1,0, 1];
(5)
The binary representation above is translated into phases
in equation6.
¢ =[pi, pi, pi, pi, pi, 0, 0, pi, pi, 0, pi, 0, pi];

(6)

The waveformis computedas in equation 7:
wi =cos (~), i = 1 to 13.
(7)
Linear and dB plots of the above Barker code’s autocorrelation are in figures 1 and 2, respectively. For this
rest of this paper, linear plots will be presented.
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Where: C is the cross-correlationat offset N
Uis transmittedwaveforra(matched
filter)
Vis the returnedsignal
Radar engineers examine the plot (Figure 1) of
waveform’sauto-correlation to determinethe utility of the
waveform for pulse compression. Good waveforms have
one prominent central peak and minimaloff-peak (or sidelobe) correlations. The highest side-lobe is called the
peak side-lobe or PSL. The lower the PSL(equation 3) is,
the easier it is to find the peakcorrelation, and the better
the resolution of the processed data. Anotherparameteris
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Figure !. Auto-correlation of 13 Chip Barker Code
(linear)
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are not flat and the PSLis 8. The presence of high sidelobes will makethe peak moredifficult to locate and will
result in a poor final image.
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Figure 2. Auto-correlation of 13 Chip Barker Code(dB)
Thirteen chip codesare relatively easy to find. The search
space has only 8192 possible combinations.
Evaluate

Approach by Finding Single BiPhase Waveforms
Achieving the theoretical minimumPSLfor codes longer
then thirteen chips is nearly impossible. However,
minimumPSLs have been identified for codes up to forty
chips long. Codes that achieve the minimumPSL are
considered optimal.
Equation 8 is a Matlab array of an optimal twenty chip
binary code foundin the literature0.
X=[1,1, 1, 1, 1,0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0,1,0, 1, 1,0,0,0,1];(8)
The waveform was computed as shown above for the
thirteen-chip code. The auto-correlation is plotted in
Figure 3. The auto-correlation peak is pronounced and
side-lobes are flat with no high peaks. This code is
optimal because the auto-correlation
achieves the
established minimum
PSLof 2 for a 20-chip code.
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Figure 3 Auto-correlation of 20-Chip Optimal Code
The auto-correlation of a randomly generated 20-chip
code is plotted in Figure 4 for comparison.The side-lobes
80

The Genetic Algorithm approach was evaluated by
attempting to find optimal codes. The goals were to
locate (1) an optimal twenty-chip code similar to the one
shown above, and (2) an optimal forty-chip code.
search for a forty chips was chosen because forty is the
longest code found in the Radar Handbook and a
significant challenge.
The first component required was a GAprogram. A
robust FORTRANGA program was located on the
Internet (Carroll 1997).
The second componentwas a fitness function that drove
the GAprogram. A variety of fitness functions were
attempted. One attempt used frequencies from the Fast
Fourier Transform. (Auto and Cross-Correlations are
usually implemented using Fourier Transforms
(Numerical Recipes).) Other potential fitness functions
used integrated side-lobes, meanside-lobes, and a variety
of combinationsof side-lobes. The best fitness function
was simply (equation 9):
Fitness = l/(PSL,,~o~r+ISL,,~orr)
(9)
PSL and ISL both decrease as codes with lower autocorrelation side-lobes are located. The logarithm was not
computedto speed the search.
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Figure 4. Auto-correlation of 20 Chip RandomCode
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Twenty Chips
A GAsearch starts with a random gene sequence, and
hopefully, evolves to a gene sequence that maximizesthe
fitness function. The twenty-chip code in Equation 10
was the result of one GArun. Its auto-correlation is
plotted in figure 4.
X=[1,1,0,1,0,0,1,0,1,1,1,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0];
(10)

This code is optimal since the PSLis 2. Accordingto the
Radar Handbook,only six optimal twenty-chip codes exist
out of 2z° possible codes (Skolnik 1990). Onlyone of the
six is provided in the Handbook.The equation 10 code is
not that one, and mustbe one of the other five.
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Figure 4. Auto-correlation of GAOptimized20 Chip
Code
Forty Chips
Locating a forty-chip optimal code is muchmoredifficult.
The search space is 240 or about 1.0995e+012. The
optimal PSLis 3. The GAlocated a code with PSLequal
to 4 that is plotted in figure 5.

only be as good as the maximumPSL of the auto and
cross correlations.
Codes with good auto and crosscorrelations are called ’quasi-orthogonal’.
The GAwas used to locate a pair of twenty-chip codes.
The forty-chip minimumPSL will be used to measure the
goodness of a pair of twenty chip codes. An intuitive
guess is that the optimal PSLfor two twenty-chip codes
should be the same as optimal PSLfor a forty-chip code,
i.e., 3.
The best fitness function, after manyattempts, was simply
(equation 11):
Fitness = (PSLautocorr I +PSLautocora
+2*PSL~co,).
(11)
Finding two twenty-chip codes with low auto-correlation
PSL’s was not difficult for the GA. Finding two codes
with low cross-correlation PSL was more difficult. The
GAappeared to use low auto-correlation PSLsto offset a
large cross-correlation PSL. Using 2*PSLxcorr in the
fitness function forced a low cross -correlation.
The two auto-correlations and the cross-correlation for the
quasi-orthogonal code pair located by the GAare plotted
in figures 6, 7, and 8. The PSLs are 3 for the autocorrelations and 5 for the cross-correlation. Of course the
cross-correlation does not have an auto-correlation central
peak.
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Figure 6. Auto-correlation of First Quasi-Orthogonal20
Chip Code
Figure 5. Auto-correlation of GAOptimized 40 Chip
Code
The GAprogram works acceptably. One would prefer to
have located an optimal forty-chip code, but according to
the RadarHandbook,only ! ! 4 such codes exist.

WaveformPairs
The next challenge was to locate two codes at the same
time. Each code’s auto-correlation should have a low
PSL. The cross-correlation between codes should also
have a low PSL. The radar return signal will be pulse
compressed twice, once for each code. The result will
AI IN AEROSPACE81

matchedthe expected optimal peak side-lobe. For longer
waveformsof about forty chips, the peak side-lobe was
just greater than optimal, even after extensive searches.
The technique was extended to find pairs of quasiorthogonal waveforms. The results appear good even
though neither of the waveformswas optimal.
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